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viewing pleasure: Hang your TV above the fireplace to avoid creating a second focal point in the room. Clockwise from right, a bespoke rise and fall unit; Savage Collection Retro Studded TV Stand £750 www.
braveboutique.co.uk; Humphrey TV Cabinet £465 www.oliverbonas.com.

star of small screen

Interiors
With summer sales in full swing, TVs are often
top of the shopping list. Jamie Hempsall
considers how to show yours to best advantage
You have no doubt scoured
the reviews and visited the
High Street to find your
ideal new TV, but before you
commit, spare a thought for
where you will put it.
The way your set is
positioned in your room
affects not only on your
viewing comfort, but the role
a television will play within
your room.The flat screen
revolution means that the TV
has leapt out of the corner
of the room and can now be
placed pretty much anywhere.
This means the TV can be
used to develop your interior
scheme, rather than just vying
with it.
A sitting room needs a
strong focal point; modern
homes are often built

without a fireplace, so your
television can help provide
that grounding. As a result
its placement needs careful
consideration, not least
because of the tremendous
amount of peripherals (such
as satellite boxes and soundbars) that you also have to
place.
If you are installing a
television in a room without
a fireplace then a long low,
cabinet can be perfect.
These are handy not only for
storing additional pieces of
AV equipment, but to hide the
cable spaghetti junction that
seems to appear behind most
televisions.
With mid- 20th Century
classic now very much in
vogue, modular shelf and

library units are making
a practical return in eyecatching designs. This allows
you to build an entire scheme
around your television and
still hide the hideous cables.
If you do have a fireplace,
you need to ensure the room
does not become unbalanced
be introducing a vying focal
point in the guise of your
television. The simplest
solution is to wall mount the
TV over the fireplace..
You can soften a wallmounted television’s
appearance and help
integrate it into your interior
design scheme by installing
it in a matching wooden or
painted frame – there are
many available on the market,
or you could use the skills of a
local cabinet maker who can
design one that matches or
contrasts with other elements
in your room.
When deciding where you
hang a television, you need
to consider the position in
which you will be sitting to
avoid hanging it too high up

focus: Kubika wall unit components from £50 www.natuzzi.co.uk

hiding the boxes away
For most of us the TV has
no option to be on display.
However, many people like
the satellite box and DVD
player to be hidden away,
the dilemma being how to
operate these via remote
control without having the
unit doors open. One of the
simplest solutions is to use an

infrared extender (or “magic
eye”). These usually work by
attaching infrared LEDs to the
front panels of your boxes,
which are then connected to
a receiver discretely mounted
in the door or on the top
surface of your cupboard.
n Jamie Hempsall is an award
winning interior designer

the wall; a common error
in home installations. You
need to be able to watch in
comfort without craning
your neck. To avoid drilling
unnecessary holes in your
wall make a paper template of
your television and hang on
the wall with Blu-Tack. Get
potential viewers to sit in their
usual positions and decide
what height is most pleasant
to view. Use the template to
mark holes on your wall in
relation to your bracket and
hang accordingly. Whilst the
TV is generally a staple in
any sitting room, you may
still want to ensure that it has
no impact on your interior
scheme. About the only way
to do this is to take an “out of
sight, out of mind” approach
and hide your television in a
piece of furniture where the
set is revealed on a rise and
fall mechanism. Your local
upholsterer should be able to
come up a simple upholstered
box, perfectly suited for your
scheme.
■■ www.jamiehempsall.com

